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1989: 
Barr’s Playbook: He Misled Congress When Omitting
Parts of Justice Dep’t Memo

via @just_security

Barr’s Playbook: He Misled Congress When Omitting Parts of Justice …
When Bill Barr was head of Office of Legal Counsel, he gave Congress the legal
conclusions and reasoning of an important Justice Department memo but left out
major portions of it. When the full memo …

https://www.justsecurity.org/63635/barrs-playbook-he-misled-congress-when-omitting-p…
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Friday the thirteenth October 1989, by happenstance the same day as the “Black

Friday” market crash, news leaked of a legal memo authored by William Barr. He was

then serving as head of the Justice Department’s Office of Legal Counsel (OLC).

FBI Gets OK for Overseas Arrests : Law: The Justice Department's dec…
The Justice Department , acting with unusual secrecy, has given the FBI legal
authority to apprehend fugitives from U.S. law in foreign countries and return them
to the United States without first ob…

https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1989-10-13-mn-138-story.html

It is highly uncommon for any OLC memo to make headlines. This one did because it

was issued in “unusual secrecy” and concluded that the FBI could forcibly abduct

people in other countries without the consent of the foreign state.

FBI Gets OK for Overseas Arrests : Law: The Justice Department's dec…
The Justice Department , acting with unusual secrecy, has given the FBI legal
authority to apprehend fugitives from U.S. law in foreign countries and return them
to the United States without first ob…

https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1989-10-13-mn-138-story.html

The headline also noted the implication of the legal opinion at that moment in time.

It appeared to pave the way for abducting Panama’s leader, Gen. Manuel Noriega.

Members of Congress asked to see the full legal opinion. Barr refused, but said he

would provide an account that ⚠“summarizes the principal conclusions.”  

 

Sound familiar?

When Barr withheld the full OLC opinion in 1989 and said to trust his summary of

the principal conclusions, Yale law school professor Harold Koh wrote that Barr’s

position was “particularly egregious.”

https://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?

article=2939&context=fss_papers

Congress also had no appetite for Barr’s stance in 1989, and eventually issued a

subpoena to successfully wrench the full OLC opinion out of the Department. 

 

https://fas.org/sgp/crs/secrecy/RL30966.pdf
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What’s different from that struggle and the current struggle over the Mueller report is

that we know how the one in 1989 eventually turned out.

When the 1989 OLC opinion was finally made public long after Barr left office, 

⚠it was clear that BARR’S SUMMARY had FAILED to FULLY DISCLOSE the

opinion’s PRINCIPAL CONCLUSIONS. https://www.justsecurity.org/wp-

content/uploads/2019/04/Authority-of-the-Federal-Bureau-of-Investigation-to-

Override-Customary-International-Law-OLC-1989.pdf

https://www.justsecurity.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/1989-William-Barr-

Hearing-FBI-authority-to-seize-suspects-abroad.pdf 

Barr’s summary was more like a redacted version of the full OLC opinion. 

 

That’s because the “summary” took the form of 13 pages of written testimony.

1989: 

Barr’s summary was replete w quotes from court cases, legal citations & the language

of the OLC opinion itself.  

 

🚨Despite its highly detailed analysis, Barr’s version OMITTED SOME of the MOST

CONSEQUENTIAL & INCENDIARY CONCLUSIONS from the actual opinion

And there was evidently no justifiable reason for Barr to withhold those parts from

Congress or the public.

1989: When first asked by reporters about the OLC opinion, Barr said: 

 

“I just don’t discuss the work of the office of legal counsel. The office … provides legal

advice throughout the Administration and does it on a confidential basis.”

The idea that Barr & the admin would not even discuss the content of the opinion

could not withstand public pressure. 

 

Barr’s stance was especially untenable bc his OLC opinion reversed a prior OLC

opinion (unusual) & DOJ had released that one in full to the public 4 yrs earlier.

President George H.W. Bush was asked about the Barr legal opinion at a news

conference on the day the story broke. 

 

“The FBI can go into Panama now?,” a reporter asked in connection with the legal

opinion.

Bush responded that he was “embarrassed” not to know about the OLC opinion. “I’ll

have to get back to you with the answer,” the president said.
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Baker Vows Full Talks Before FBI Uses Foreign Arrest Powers - Law: P…
Secretary of State James A. Baker III vowed Friday that the FBI 's new power to
seize U.S. fugitives overseas without a foreign government's permission will not be
used without "a full interagency di…

https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1989-10-14-mn-250-story.html

Within hours, SoS James Baker tried to make some reassuring public comments

about the content of the OLC opinion. 

 

“This is a very narrow legal opinion based on consideration only of domestic United

States law.” Baker said.

“It did not take into account international law, nor did it weigh the President’s

constitutional responsibility to carry out the foreign policy of the United States.”

It’s not known whether Baker had first cleared his statement with the Justice

Department as is often the case for such matters.  

 

But his description of the OLC opinion would turn out to be not just misleading, but

false.

The Chair of the House Judiciary Committee’s subcommittee on civil and

constitutional rights, Rep. Don Edwards, then wrote to the AG requesting the

opinion, but he was rebuffed. https://www.justsecurity.org/wp-

content/uploads/2019/04/Edwards-letter.pdf

An assistant AG wrote back. 

 

“We are unable to provide you with a copy of the 1989 opinion because it is the

established view of the Department of Justice that current legal advice by the Office

of Legal Counsel is confidential,” she stated. https://www.justsecurity.org/wp-

content/uploads/2019/04/crawford-reply-to-edwards.pdf

There was no categorical prohibition, as Barr himself later admitted before Congress.

The AAG’s letter itself included one glaring counterexample. “I am enclosing a copy of

the 1980 opinion,” she wrote, & she noted that the Dept had released the 1980

opinion to the public in 1985

So why not release the 1989 opinion? Was there something to hide?

Nov. 8, 1989 

Barr came to Congress to testify before Rep. Edwards’ subcommittee. 

 

⚠Some of the events that unfolded also bear a remarkable resemblance to Barr’s

handling of the Mueller report to date.

1. Barr started out by saying that the history of internal DOJ rules was a basis for not

handing over the full opinion to Congress. 
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“Chairman. Since its inception, the Office of Legal Counsel’s opinions have been

treated as confidential,” Barr said.

Barr’s statement was misleading or false, and Chairman Edwards knew it. 

 

Edwards quickly pointed out that the Department had released a compendium of

opinions for the general public, including the 1980 one that Barr’s secret opinion

reversed.

Chairman Edwards: 

“Up until 1985 you published them, and I have it in front of me—‘Opinions of the

Office of Legal Counsel’—the previous opinion.”

2. Barr retreated. 

“It has been the long established policy of OLC that except in very exceptional

circumstances, the opinions must remain confidential,” Barr replied.

The reference to “very exceptional circumstances” backtracked from what Barr had

just said and what the letter sent to Rep. Edwards by the assistant attorney general

had claimed.

But even the assertion that OLC opinions were released only in “very exceptional

circumstances” could not withstand scrutiny. 

 

DOJ had shared OLC opinions w Congress on many occasions during the 80s, as a

letter by Rep. Edwards to DOJ later detailed 

https://www.justsecurity.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/rep-edwards-letter-

january-24-1990.pdf

3. Barr then pointed out his willingness to provide Congress with “our conclusions

and our reasoning.” 

 

This was the 13-page written testimony which contained a detail recounting of the

views expressed in the OLC opinion.

Chairman Edwards said that Barr had violated the rules of the House by submitting

his written testimony only that same morning of the hearing, rather than 48 hours in

advance.

Barr’s timing meant that members of the committee and their staff were not well

equipped to analyze or question the OLC’s analysis. 

 

But at least they had the OLC’s views in writing. Or did they?

Barr’s description of the OLC’s views included that as a matter of domestic law the

President has the authority to authorize actions by the FBI in foreign countries in

violation of customary international law.

Without the benefit of the OLC opinion, Professor Koh explained how Barr could be

hiding important matters by asking Congress and the public to trust just the 13-page

version. Koh wrote:

https://www.justsecurity.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/rep-edwards-letter-january-24-1990.pdf


What Barr left out of his report to Congress 

 

I am not the first to notice that Barr’s testimony omitted parts of the OLC opinion

that would have earned the Justice Department scorn from the halls of Congress,

legal experts, and the public.

1.5+ yrs after his testimony, Congress finally subpoenaed Barr’s 1989 opinion.

https://fas.org/sgp/crs/secrecy/RL30966.pdf 

 

Another House Judiciary subcommittee issued subpoena on 7/25/91. The admin first

resisted, but w/in a wk agreed Congress could see the full opinion.

Both Sides Softening Stance on Document On Foreign Arrests

https://www.nytimes.com/1991/08/01/us/both-sides-softening-stance-on-document-on-…

That same month, the Washington Post’s Michael Isikoff obtained a copy of the OLC

opinion. The Clinton administration, within its first year in office, then published the

OLC opinion in 1993 making it publicly available for the first time.
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Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/politics/1991/08/14/us-power-on-abductions-…

Omission 1: President’s authority to violate the U.N. Charter 

 

Isikoff was drawn to a major issue that Barr hadn’t disclosed in testimony. The 1989

opinion asserted POTUS could violate the United Nations Charter because such

actions are “fundamentally political questions.”

That proposition is a very difficult one to sustain & as Brian Finucane and Marty

Lederman have explained, Barr was wrong.

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3315698 

 

Power Wars Symposium: Further on the law of the bin Laden operatio…
Editor’s Note: This is the second entry in a symposium Just Security is hosting in
conjunction with this week’s release of Power Wars: Inside Obama’s Post-9/11
Presidency by Charlie Savage. The serie…

https://www.justsecurity.org/27160/law-bin-laden-operation/

The 1989 opinion ignored POTUS’ constitutional duty to “take care” that US laws,

incl ratified treaties, be faithfully executed.

And the opinion conflated the so-called political question doctrine, which is about

whether courts can review an executive branch action, with the question whether an

executive branch action is authorized or legal.

🚨What’s more important for our purposes is not whether the 1989 opinion was

wrong on this central point, but the fact that Barr failed to disclose this “principal

conclusion” to Congress.

There was a reason Isikoff considered the conclusion about the U.N. Charter

newsworthy. 

 

That’s because it had not been known before. The leading analysis of the Barr opinion

is in a forthcoming article in Cornell Law Review by Finucane.

“The members of the subcommittee appear to have been unaware of the opinion’s

treatment of the U.N. Charter and the witnesses did not volunteer this information

during the hearing.”

Professor Jeanne Woods, in a 1996 law review article in Boston University

International Law Journal, also observed the large discrepancy between Barr’s 13-
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page testimony and what it failed to disclose.

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1961281&download=yes

Omission 2: Presumption that acts of Congress comply with internatl law 

 

“an act of Congress ought never to be construed to violate the law of nations if any

other possible construction remains.”

Congress should be presumed to authorize only actions that are consistent with U.S.

obligations under international law. 

 

As Professor Curtis Bradley has written:

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1961281&download=yes
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Barr said “in the absence of an explicit restriction” concerning international law, the

congressional statute should be read to authorize the executive branch to violate

international law.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D4NHc2dWsAApuxG.jpg


That part of the OLC’s analysis has not withstood the test of time. Indeed, there was

good reason to keep it buried.

Omission 3: International law on abductions in foreign countries 

 

Finally, Barr’s testimony failed to inform Congress that the 1989 opinion discussed

international law.

Barr’s 1989 written testimony said that the opinion “is strictly a legal analysis of the

FBI’s authority, as a matter of domestic law, to conduct extraterritorial arrests of

individuals for violations of U.S. law.”

During the hearing Barr added that “the opinion did not address … how specific

treaties would apply in a given context.”  

 

The State Department’s legal adviser who appeared alongside Barr supported this

characterization of the opinion by saying:

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D4NHdLXXsAAOXqK.jpg


But the OLC opinion had addressed some questions of internat’l law & how the UN

Charter might apply in such contexts. 

 

The 1980 opinion (reversed by the ‘89 one), incl’d strong statements about the

internat’l legal prohibition on abductions in other countries w/o state’s consent.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D4NKkkTW4AAcCgH.jpg


The OLC’s 1989 opinion took a very different view, revealing its shallowness by

having to resort to using “logic” rather than rather than jurisprudence or the practice

and legal views of states

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D4NKlBsW4AAsjxV.jpg


Barr’s efforts in 1989 did not serve the DOJ well. He had long left government service

when the OLC opinion was finally made public. The true content of the opinion, given

what Barr told the American people & testified before Congress, remains much to his

discredit
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